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ABSTRACT
We analyse how the properties of galaxies in groups identified in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
depend on the environment. In particular, we study the relationship between galaxy properties
and group mass and group-centric distance. Among the galaxy properties we have considered
here, we find that the g − r colour is the most predictive parameter for group mass, while the
most predictive pair of properties are g−r colour and r−band absolute magnitude. Regarding
the position inside the systems, the g − r colour is the best tracer of group-centric distance
and the most predictive pair of properties are g − r colour and spectral type taken together.
These results remain unchanged when a subsample of high mass groups is analysed. The same
happens if the brightest group galaxies are excluded.
Key words: galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: evo-
lution
1 INTRODUCTION
It is well known that galaxy properties correlate with the environ-
ment, e.g., the morphology-density relation (Dressler 1980), star-
formation-density relation (Go´mez et al. 2003). Nevertheless, the
detailed joint distribution of these properties as a function of the
galaxy clustering remains unclear. As all the galaxy properties (e.g.
morphology, luminosity, colour) are correlated it is not surprising
that all properties correlate with environment, but the question that
arises is which of the properties are correlated to environment inde-
pendently of the others. In a recent paper, Blanton et al. (2005) sys-
tematically explore the local environment of galaxies in the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), as a function of their
luminosity, surface brightness, colour and Se´rsic index. These au-
thors find that colour is the galaxy property most predictive of the
local environment for field galaxies. They also analyse pairs of
properties taken together, finding that galaxy colour and luminosity
jointly comprise the most predictive one.
While clusters of galaxies have been intensively studied over
the last decades, detailed studies of galaxy groups and their evolu-
tion have only recently begun. The study of the properties of galax-
ies in intermediate mass systems is particularly important to under-
stand how galaxies evolve and how different physical mechanisms
affect them. In particular, galaxy interactions are expected to be
more common in groups than in clusters. In groups, velocity disper-
sions are typically not much larger than that of the member galax-
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ies. It has been argued that the high fraction of early-type galaxies
in clusters is mainly the result of galaxy-galaxy interactions within
groups (Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998, 2000; Hashimoto & Oemler
2000).
Martı´nez et al. (2002) showed how the fraction of star forming
galaxies goes down as a function of group mass. Domı´nguez et al.
(2002) found a similar trend with decreasing group centric distance.
It is well known that there are correlations between different galaxy
properties. Therefore, the observed trend of increasing fraction of
non star forming galaxies (a spectroscopic property) with group
mass, implies a similar relation between the fraction of red galaxies
(a photometric property) or the fraction of bulge-dominated galax-
ies (a morphological property) with group mass. In this work we
address the following questions: ‘which galaxy properties are more
tightly correlated with group mass?’ and ‘which galaxy properties
are more affected by the position inside a group?’. This paper is or-
ganised as follows: in section 2 we describe the sample of galaxies
in groups we use; while the analysis of the dependence of galaxy
properties on mass and on the group-centric distance are carried
out in sections 3 and 4 respectively. We summarise our results and
discuss them in section 5.
2 THE SAMPLE OF GALAXIES IN GROUPS
The sample of galaxies in groups used in this paper has been taken
from the group catalogue identified by Zandivarez et al. (2006).
This catalogue was constructed from the Main Galaxy Sample
(MGS; Strauss et al. 2002) of the Fourth Data Release of the SDSS
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Table 1. Adopted parameter cut-offs
Property Minimum Value Maximum Value
Mr − 5 log(h) −22 −18
(g − r) 0.2 0.9
µr 19 23
eclass −0.2 0.4
C = r90/r50 1.8 3.4
(DR4; Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2006) following the same proce-
dure as in Mercha´n & Zandivarez (2005). It consists of a standard
friend-of-friend algorithm for group identification, the application
of a procedure to avoid artificial merging of smaller systems in high
density regions and an iterative method to compute reliable group
centre positions. The catalogue, in its improved identification ver-
sion, includes 14004 galaxy groups with at least 4 members in the
area spectroscopically surveyed by DR4, accounting for a total of
85687 galaxies.
We have chosen to work with volume limited samples of
galaxies instead of using flux limited ones and individual galaxy
weights according to their luminosities. We find that the results are
more robust in a volume limited sample. In a magnitude limited
sample, the galaxy population observed in the nearest groups is
significantly different than that observed for the most distant ones.
Something similar happens with the groups’ parameters. Therefore,
observational effects such as seeing that affect certain galaxy pa-
rameters can introduce systematic effects in our statistics. In sec-
tion 3 we present some tests in order to evaluate the reliability of
the results. We have restricted our analysis to galaxies in groups
down to Mr−5 log(h) = −18 and up to a conservative maximum
redshift of zmax = 0.043, that gives a volume limited sample ac-
cording to the selection criteria of the MGS. Another relevant rea-
son to choose a small value for zmax is related to two of the galaxy
parameters we are considering in our analysis: the concentration
parameter, defined as the ratio of the radii that enclose 90% and
50% of the Petrosian flux and the surface brightness, that involves
the latter. Seeing affects the determination of those radii, and this
becomes more important for more distant galaxies that have smaller
angular size. Our sample consists of 6183 (Mr− 5 log(h) ≤ −18)
galaxies in 1691 groups. From this sample we construct a number
of subsamples of galaxies defined by group virial mass and number
of members, that are detailed in the analysis sections. Through-
out this work, we use the virial mass and virial radius of groups
computed by Zandivarez et al. (2006). Therefore, when we refer to
‘group mass’, it should be remembered that we are dealing with
‘group virial mass’. The mass distribution for our sample of groups
is shown in the lower right panel of Figure 1.
2.1 Galaxy parameters
The SDSS provides several photometric and spectroscopic param-
eters of the surveyed galaxies. Among the available data for each
object in DR4, we have used in our analyses parameters that are
related to different physical properties of the galaxies: luminosity,
star formation rate, light distribution inside the galaxies and the
dominant stellar populations. The galaxy parameters we have fo-
cused our study on are:
(i) r−band absolute magnitude, Mr.
(ii) g − r colour.
Figure 1. The distributions of galaxy properties in our sample. Lower right
panel shows the log(M) distribution for our sample of groups.
(iii) The mono-parametric spectral classification based on
the eigentemplates expansion of galaxy’s spectrum eclass =
atan(−ecoeff2/ecoeff1). This parameter ranges from about
−0.35 for early-type galaxies to 0.5 for late-type galaxies. The
galaxy spectral classification eigentemplates were created from a
sample of about 200,000 spectra. The eigenspectra are an early ver-
sion of those created by Yip et al. (2004).
(iv) r−band surface brightness, µr , computed inside the radius
that encloses 50% of Petrosian flux, r50.
(v) r−band concentration parameter defined as the ratio be-
tween the radii that enclose 90% and 50% of the Petrosian flux,
C = r90/r50. Typically, early-type galaxies have C > 2.5, while
for late-types C < 2.5 (Strateva et al. 2001).
We list in Table 1 the parameters cut-offs we have adopted for
the present analyses, and in Figure 1 we show the corresponding
distributions for the galaxies in our sample.
Galaxy magnitudes used throughout this paper have been cor-
rected for Galactic extinction following Schlegel et al. (1998), ab-
solute magnitudes have been computed assuming Ω0 = 0.3, ΩΛ =
0.7 and H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1 and K−corrected using the
method of Blanton et al. (2003) (KCORRECT version 4.1). All mag-
nitudes are in the AB system.
3 DEPENDENCE OF GALAXY PROPERTIES ON
GROUP MASS
In order to determine which galaxy properties are more correlated
with the mass of the group where the galaxy is located, we have fol-
lowed here the Blanton et al. (2005) approach. Firstly, we consider
the variance of the logarithm of the galaxy’s parent group mass,
log(M):
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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σ2 =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(log(Mi)− log(M))
2, (1)
where log(M) is the mean value of log(M) for the n galaxies in
the sample. Then, we measure the mean value of log(M) as a func-
tion of a given galaxy property X . For doing this, we split galaxies
into m bins centred in the values Xj (j = 1, m), and compute:
log(M)j =
1
Nj
∑
|Xi−Xj |≤∆X/2
log(Mi) (2)
where Nj is the number of galaxies in the j bin which is ∆X wide.
We finally compute the quantity defined as:
σ2X =
1
n− 1
m∑
j=1
∑
|Xi−Xj |≤∆X/2
(log(Mi)− log(M)j)
2
≤ σ2.(3)
Hence, σ2X represents the variance of log(M) after subtracting the
global trends of log(M) with the parameter X and so the prop-
erty most closely related to group mass will minimise σX . This can
be straightforwardly generalised to two properties X and Y if one
wants to analyse which pair of properties are most closely corre-
lated with mass. The quantity σX is independent of the units of
the physical quantity X , but it does depend on the choice of bin-
ning for it. We have taken care of this by ensuring that each bin is
bigger than the mean errors in the considered parameter, is smaller
than the features in the parameter’s distribution and contains a large
enough number of galaxies.
In Table 2 we list the values of the differences σ2X − σ2 and
σ2XY − σ
2 for our sample of galaxies in groups. The single most
predictive quantity for group mass is g − r colour, in the sec-
ond place appears the spectral parameter eclass and in third place
comes the concentration parameter C. We show in Figure 2 in solid
lines the mean value of log(M) as a function of the 5 galaxy prop-
erties. The most predictive pair of properties is g − r colour and
absolute magnitude taken together, closely followed by the pairs
eclass/Mr, g − r/µr and C/µr .
Martı´nez et al. (2002) found that groups more massive than
M ∼ 1013.5M⊙ have galaxy populations that differ significantly
from the typical field population. In these groups, the fraction of
low and non-star forming galaxies is higher than in the field and
this difference increases with mass. Consistently, Domı´nguez et al.
(2002) found that spectral type segregation is present in these more
massive groups. With these results in mind, we have repeated our
analysis to a subsample of galaxies in groups with masses M >
1013.5h−1M⊙. In this high mass subsample we have 1698 galaxies
in 320 groups. The results are shown in Table 3 and the mean value
of log(M) as a function of the single properties are shown in dotted
lines in Figure 2. The only change with respect to the whole sample
of groups is in the pairs, the most predictive pair is now eclass/Mr
and the second one is g− r/Mr , but the differences in their σX are
small.
A special care must be taken regarding the possible presence
of brightest group galaxies that may be by far the principal contrib-
utor to the group’s total luminosity. This could bias the results for
high mass groups where the brightest group galaxies are expected
to be particularly bright. Therefore, we have re-done the calcula-
tions excluding the brightest object in each group and found that
the results hold.
We performed a number of tests to analyse the reliability of
our results: restricting the samples by the number of galaxy mem-
bers in the groups; splitting the samples into 2 roughly equal num-
Figure 2. Mean value of log(M) as a function of galaxy properties. Con-
tinuous lines are the results for the whole sample of groups used in this
work, while dotted lines correspond to the log(M/(h−1M⊙)) ≥ 13.5
subsample. Error bars were estimated using the bootstrap resampling tech-
nique.
Table 2. Galaxy parameters as group mass indicators. The quantity σ2 is
variance of log(M), σ2X is the variance around the mean values of log(M)
for each parameter X and σ2XY is the variance around the mean relation
for the pairs or properties X and Y . Quoted values are expressed in units
of 10−3.
Property Y
Property X σ2X − σ
2 Mr g − r µr eclass C
σ2XY − σ
2
Mr −1 ... −27 −6 −25 −12
g − r −20 −27 ... −25 −23 −22
µr −3 −6 −25 ... −19 −25
eclass −16 −25 −23 −19 ... −19
C −8 −12 −22 −25 −19 ...
ber subsamples according to different criteria such as the region in
the sky according to their right ascension and into those that have
an even (odd) identification number in the Zandivarez et al. (2006)
catalogue. The results of these tests are summarised in Table 4. We
observe that the ranking of single properties is stable, it is the same
for all but for the subsample of high mass groups with at least 8
members, where there is an inversion between the second and the
third most predictive properties. In all cases the single most predic-
tive quantity is the g − r colour. Regarding the pairs of properties,
most subsamples give the same first pair: colour with absolute mag-
nitude. The exceptions are the two high mass subsamples. It is clear
that the second most predictive pair is not stable.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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Table 3. Similar to Table 2 for massive (log(M/(h−1M⊙)) > 13.5)
groups only. Quoted values are expressed in units of 10−4.
Property Y
Property X σ2X − σ
2 Mr g − r µr eclass C
σ2XY − σ
2
Mr −9 ... −59 −33 −60 −39
g − r −40 −59 ... −50 −51 −56
µr −9 −33 −50 ... −37 −30
eclass −26 −60 −51 −37 ... −43
C −17 −39 −56 −30 −43 ...
Table 4. Galaxy parameters as group mass indicators: tests of stability. First
column indicates the subsample (see text), second column lists the ranking
of the most predictive single properties, last column lists the first two most
predictive pairs of properties.
Groups with ≥ 4 members
Subsample Single parameter ranking First two pairs
All groups g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr , g − r/µr
High mass g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr eclass/Mr, g − r/Mr
α < 12h g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr , g − r/µr
α ≥ 12h g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr,Mr/eclass
even g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr,Mr/eclass
odd g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr,Mr/eclass
Groups with ≥ 8 members
All groups g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr, g − r/eclass
High mass g − r, C, eclass, µr ,Mr g − r/C, g − r/eclass
α < 12h g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr , g − r/C
α ≥ 12h g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr, g − r/eclass
even g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr, g − r/eclass
odd g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/Mr, g − r/eclass
4 DEPENDENCE OF GALAXY PROPERTIES ON
GROUP-CENTRIC DISTANCES
As said before, Domı´nguez et al. (2002) found a trend of the frac-
tion of different galaxy types with the distance to the centre of the
groups, with low and non-star forming galaxies being located pref-
erentially towards the centres. Therefore, similar behaviours are to
be expected for other galaxy parameters such as colour or concen-
tration index. In a similar way as we have done in the previous
section, we study here which galaxy property, or pair of properties,
is most closely related to galaxy distance from the group centre.
We have applied here the same statistics as in the previous section,
replacing the logarithm of the group mass in equations 1 to 3 by the
group centric distance in units of the group virial radius, rvir, com-
puted by Zandivarez et al. (2006). We have restricted the sample of
groups to those that have at least 8 members, to ensure ourselves
that determinations of group centre positions are more robust, with
this restriction we have 2662 galaxies in 428 groups.
In Figure 3 we show the mean values of r/rvir as a function
of the parameters for all groups with at least 8 members and for the
high mass subsample. The resulting values for σ2X−σ2 and σ2XY −
σ2 are quoted in Table 5. The g − r colour is the single parameter
that correlates best with the distance from the group centre, the
second place corresponds to surface brightness. Among the pairs
Figure 3. Mean value of r/rvir as a function of galaxy properties. Contin-
uous lines are the results for the whole sample of groups used in this work,
while dotted lines correspond to the log(M/(h−1M⊙)) ≥ 13.5 subsam-
ple.
of parameters, in the first place is g − r/eclass. When analysing
the high mass subsample which comprises 1387 galaxies in 166
groups (Table 6 and Figure 3), we find the same ranking for the
single parameters and the same first pair, but a different order in
the remaining pairs.
We have performed similar tests as in previous section to eval-
uate the stability of the results. This is summarised in Table 7. We
find that colour is the parameter most correlated with group-centric
distance in all subsamples, and in most of them, the surface bright-
ness is the following one. The differences between the single pa-
rameter ranking for the different subsamples are among the second
to the fourth places that are taken by the quantities µr , eclass and
C. But as can be seen in Table 5, their values σ2X −σ2 do not differ
significantly. For the pairs of properties, in most cases the first place
corresponds to colour and spectral type, while the second ranked
pair is not stable at all.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
By using a large sample of galaxies in groups in the SDSS DR4, we
have analysed how the properties of galaxies in groups are related
to the environment. We find that the g − r colour is the parame-
ter most dependent on group mass. The pair of properties that is
most correlated to group mass are g − r colour and r−band ab-
solute magnitude taken together. Our results do not change when
we consider massive groups (M > 1013.5h−1M⊙). Regarding the
position inside the systems, again we find that colour is the most
predictive property for group-centric distances, while colour and
eclass comprise the most predictive pair. The results do not vary
when we exclude low mass systems.
It should be noticed that both, the single and the pair of most
predictive galaxy properties as a function of the group environment,
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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Table 5. Galaxy parameters as group-centric distance indicators. The quan-
tity σ2 is variance of r/rvir, σ2X is the variance around the mean values
of r/rvir for each parameter X and σ2XY is the variance around the mean
relation for the pairs or properties X and Y . Quoted values are expressed
in units of 10−3.
Property Y
Property X σ2X − σ
2 Mr g − r µr eclass C
σ2XY − σ
2
Mr −1 ... −21 −8 −11 −7
g − r −14 −21 ... −23 −59 −25
µr −7 −8 −23 ... −53 −24
eclass −6 −11 −59 −53 ... −11
C −6 −7 −25 −24 −11 ...
Table 6. Similar to Table 5 for massive (log(M/(h−1M⊙)) > 13.5)
groups only. Quoted values are expressed in units of 10−3.
Property Y
Property X σ2X − σ
2 Mr g − r µr eclass C
σ2XY − σ
2
Mr −2 ... −118 −57 −3 −21
g − r −47 −118 ... −64 −304 −242
µr −19 −57 −64 ... −58 −151
eclass −17 −3 −304 −58 ... −163
C −9 −21 −242 −151 −163 ...
are nearly the same ones that Blanton et al. (2005) found for field
galaxies using the local density. The only difference appears in the
pair of properties when the group-centric distance is considered.
Blanton et al. (2005) found that colour and luminosity are the most
predictive pair of properties, while according to our results, the pair
colour/eclass is the most relevant. The similarity between our re-
sults for galaxies in groups and those by Blanton et al. (2005) for
field galaxies suggests that the physical process associated with the
galaxy formation and evolution are similar for these two environ-
ments.
It should be noted that the study of high mass systems gives
similar results to those of the whole sample. This might be indi-
cating that, over an important range of environments, galaxies are
affected in a similar way. From field to high mass groups it is ex-
pected the merger rate to vary, nevertheless, it is remarkable that
Table 7. Galaxy parameters as group-centric distance indicators: tests of
stability. First column indicates the subsample (see text), second column
lists the ranking of the most predictive single properties, last column lists
the first two most predictive pairs of properties.
Subsample Single parameter ranking First two pairs
All groups g − r, µr , eclass,C,Mr g − r/eclass, eclass/µr
High mass g − r, µr , eclass,C,Mr g − r/eclass, g − r/C
α < 12h g − r, µr , eclass,C,Mr g − r/eclass, g − r/C
α ≥ 12h g − r, C, eclass, µr ,Mr g − r/µr , g − r/C
even g − r, µr , eclass,C,Mr g − r/eclass, g − r/Mr
odd g − r, eclass,C, µr ,Mr g − r/eclass, g − r/C
the same galaxy property is the one that correlate best with the en-
vironment. It would be interesting to repeat the present analysis for
massive clusters of galaxies.
It is also interesting to note that the concentration parameter,
closely related to the galaxy morphology, is not good in predict-
ing the group environment. This is particularly surprising consider-
ing the well known effect of morphological segregation in systems
of galaxies. This result indicates that the morphological transfor-
mations that produce these relations are in a sense a byproduct of
the transformations that produce the environmental trends on other
properties like colour.
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